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When you have to photograph a river make sure that you use enough lines to take your viewer to
the main point of interest. It should focus the main point of interest rather than to the side of the
image or away from the main point of interest. In some cases the lines are actually the main points
of interest. Camera in India can be bought to give the best effect for such photographs and laser
printer can be sued to use such pictures that look great.

You can take the example of a river in the jungles. A set of railroad tracks can also be used as your
main subject of interest as it would lead you to the vanishing point. Your viewer can go on a
wonderful journey with your usage of lines and the end of journey can get them to a wonderful
conclusion. Take another example like when you have to capture a river or a stream then start with
the stream in the foreground and use the mountain peak, rock formation and waterfall found at the
vanishing point.

Converging lines would give you a feeling of depth and it can be found in the arranged form or the
diagonal form. Try to include an interesting subject at the basic point of convergence. Curving lines
can give a sensual as well as a softer appeal and the line that is used can be a circle, spiral or an
arch too.

A horizontal composition for the picture would be apt when you shoot a beach having golden sands,
blue sea and a horizon. Composing the photograph in the horizontal line in the top or the bottom of
the image will be a wonderful option. Use the sky or the foreground as your main point of
composition but never have your horizon in the center as it is not interesting and your picture would
look stagnate and un-interesting.

When the vertical lines that are used converge upwards then you can tilt your camera and get at the
top of the building. It would give a soaring feeling to the picture. You can also improve the picture by
slanting your camera slightly and build a strong diagonal with it so as to increase the level of interest
of your image.

Straight lines can be quite dramatic and it would give you a great visual impact. The alternative
sweeps of S-curves can be quite relaxing and quite attractive to the naked eye. Use an S-curve or
may be an arch as that would look quite effective while creating a soothing and a wonderful image.
Use a Camera in India as the pictures will look quite attractive and a Laser Printer would offer the
best print to these images.
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